We analyze a method for serial writing of arbitrary two-dimensional patterns using optical focusing of a collimated atomic beam. A spatial light modulator is used in a side illumination geometry to create a localized optical spot with secondary maxima that are well separated from the central peak. Numerical simulation of a lithography experiment using a magneto-optical trap as a source of cold Cs atoms, collimation and cooling in a magnetic guide, and optical focusing predicts full width at half maximum pixel sizes of 110 x 110 nm and writing times of about 20 ms per pixel.
I. INTRODUCTION
Controlling the motion of neutral atoms using light fields has been an important topic in atomic physics for several decades. Focusing of atoms from a source onto a planar substrate can be used for lithography where the writing is done by an atomic beam instead of a light field. This technique is potentially useful for fabrication of structures with sub-micron resolution. Atomic focusing can be achieved with magnetic or optical fields. In atomic lithography with light fields, an optical profile creates a spatially dependent dipole force that alters the trajectories of neutral atoms. One and two dimensional standing wave light patterns have been used to create periodic atomic patterns [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] . Imaging of an atomic beam is also possible using a magnetic lens as was demonstrated by Kaenders et al. [6] , and a wide range of atomic guiding and imaging tasks have been demonstrated using magnetic fields [7] .
While there has been a great deal of work in atomic lithography (recent reviews can be found in Refs. 8, 9, 10), only spatially periodic or quasiperiodic [3, 11] patterns have been demonstrated. As this limits the range of applications and usefulness of the technique there is considerable interest in devising approaches that will allow spatially complex structures to be created. One approach to creating non-periodic patterns is to use a more complex optical field, as in Refs. 12, 13. An alternative serial writing approach is to focus the atomic beam to a very small spot and then move the spot to draw an arbitrary two-dimensional structure. Spot motion can be achieved either by scanning the spot over a stationary substrate, or by moving the substrate. An example of an optically scanned atomic beam focused to a size of about 200 µm can be found in Ref. 14 . To obtain higher resolution tightly focused atomic beams are necessary which can be created by propagation in hollow core fibers [15] which have the drawback of low atomic flux, or using Bessel beams [16, 17, 18, 19] . A drawback of the Bessel beam * Electronic address: wdwilliams@wisc.edu approach is the existence of secondary maxima that can lead to atom localization in rings surrounding the central peak.
In this paper we analyze a new approach to focusing an atomic beam to a spot with a characteristic size of about 100 nm. The optical profile used for the atomic focusing is created with a spatial light modulator (SLM) that allows the spot to be scanned with no mechanical motion. By controlling both the phase and intensity profile of the incident beam we create an optical "funnel" that focuses a high percentage of the atomic flux into a single spot. The proposed approach, as shown in Fig.  1 , uses a magneto-optical trap (MOT) as a source of cold atoms. A continuous flow of atoms is pushed out [9, 20, 21] and collimated using a magnetic guide followed by an optical focusing region. The magnetic waveguide creates a micron sized atomic beam, with the final focusing down to a full width at half maximum atomic spot size of w a,FWHM = 110 nm provided by a far detuned optical profile together with near resonant cooling beams. It is then possible to move the optical profile and write a two-dimensional pattern by changing the phases of the laser beams with the SLM. We study the feasibility of this approach using numerical simulations of the atomic trajectories including propagation and cooling in the magnetic guide and the optical profile.
In Sec. II we summarize the main features of optical focusing of atoms, and describe the creation of a Bessel profile using side illumination with a SLM. The optical funnel for reduction of atomic trapping in secondary maxima is described in Sec. III. The design of a cold atom setup coupled to a magnetic waveguide and then followed by the optical funnel is described in Sec. IV. Numerical results showing the feasibility of writing a two-dimensional structure are given in Sec. V.
II. OPTICAL POTENTIAL
The goal of optically mediated atomic lithography is to control the trajectories of atoms by means of light fields. A collimated atomic beam is passed through a region of spatially varying optical intensity that modifies the atomic trajectories such that a desired atomic pattern is deposited on a substrate. The conservative optical potential for a two-level atom including the effects of saturation is [22] U =h ∆ 2 ln 1 + where I s is the saturation intensity, γ is the natural linewidth, ∆ = ω − ω a is the detuning from resonance, ω is the optical frequency, and ω a is the atomic transition frequency. We write the intensity as I = I(x, y)g(z) where I(x, y) gives the dependence in the x, y plane and g(z) is an envelope function which describes the intensity profile along the z axis, which we will take to be the propagation direction of the atomic beam. Atoms propagating through a region of spatially varying intensity experience a dipole force F = −∇U which alters their trajectories, and can be used to focus the atoms into a desired pattern. When ∆ < 0 (red detuning) we get an attractive potential that concentrates the atoms where the intensity is highest, while for ∆ > 0 (blue detuning) the potential is repulsive. For potentials of interest we calculate the atomic trajectories numerically using the classical equations of motion for the atomic center of mass. It is also assumed that the atoms do not collide and only interact with the given potential. Therefore, each atom trajectory can be treated individually and a large number of single atom trajectories resulting from a statistical distribution of initial conditions can be combined to determine an output distribution. The optical potential can be constructed by combining several laser beams. When only a few beams are used the potential has a periodic structure, e.g. a onedimensional standing wave created by two counter propagating beams, or a checkerboard pattern created by four beams. To focus all of the atoms to a single spot, the periodic structure must be removed. This can be done by adding more laser fields. Consider a two-dimensional field formed using N laser beams all propagating in the same plane and arranged to cross at a common point. The shape of the resulting intensity profile is determined by the angles between the beams as well as the magnitude and phase of the fields. The simplest possibility is to cross laser beams, which all have equal electric field phases and magnitudes, with equal angular spacing. As the number of beams goes to infinity the intensity profile tends to J 2 0 (k x 2 + y 2 ), the square of the zeroth order Bessel function which has a ring structure whose scale is dependent only on the wavelength of the light through k = 2π/λ. An axicon can be used to create a Bessel beam for this purpose [18] , and it is possible to create higher order Bessel profiles such as a J 1 profile as proposed by Okamoto et al [19] , by altering the phase profile of the beam.
An alternative approach to creating a Bessel beam, as well as higher order beams, is to use a SLM. There has been substantial recent interest in using SLM technology in atom optics [23] as well as an experimental demonstration of manipulation of atoms in microscopic optical traps [24] . Superpositions of Bessel functions may also be useful for addressing individual atoms in optical lattices [25] . Referring to the geometry of Fig. 2 , when the number of laser beams N > 32 the pattern is periodic on scales much longer than the size of the central Bessel peak, so we obtain a well isolated Bessel profile. After the optical profile is constructed, serial writing of a pattern can be accomplished by translating the central spot where atoms are focused. The proposed method to accomplish this is to change the phase of each of the individual beams to construct the profile at a new point on the plane. Each beam with index j = (1, N ) can be represented as an electric field E j = E 0 exp{ik[cos(θ j ) x + sin(θ j ) y] − i φ j } where E 0 is the amplitude, k is the wavenumber, φ j is a phase, and θ j is the angle of the beam propagation direction with respect to the x axis. We assume all beams are polarized alongẑ so we can neglect vectorial effects. To create a Bessel profile centered at x = y = 0 we choose all φ j = 0. To move the profile to be centered at coordinates (x 0 , y 0 ) we put
This enables translation of the pattern as shown in Fig.  3 . A spatial light modulator can readily be used to create these phase shifts in a side illumination geometry which is compatible with deposition of an atomic beam, as shown in Fig. 2 . The results of a numerical simulation of atom focusing using a J 2 0 Bessel profile can be seen in Fig. 4 . In order to reduce heating that occurs when the atoms enter the focusing region two-dimensional near resonant molasses beams with the same axial profile as the focusing potential are included. Details of the numerical method, including parameters of the cooling beams, are given in Sec. V. A serious problem with this approach is that the atoms are not focused to a single spot. It is difficult to obtain a large atomic flux in a beam that is narrow enough to prevent focusing into the surrounding ring structure. To correct this, the rings of the Bessel function need to be removed. One possibility is to superimpose a red detuned J 0 profile with a blue detuned and repulsive J 1 (or higher order) profile. The wavelengths and amplitudes of the two Bessel beams can be chosen to suppress the ring structure. While the first ring can be suppressed, higher order rings are still present and the blue detuned Bessel profile needs to have a very large detuning. This is because the first maximum of higher order Bessel profiles is not at the same radius as the first ring of the zeroth order Bessel. For example, the third order Bessel has its first maximum at 0.668λ while the first ring of the zeroth order Bessel is at 0.61λ. Therefore to get the first maximum to line up with the first ring, we must change the wavelength to 776 nm, as compared to the 852 nm used for J 0 focusing with Cs atoms. Since the potential is proportional to 1/∆ for large detuning, the power required to obtain the correct well depth to cancel the first order ring is extremely large.
III. OPTICAL FUNNEL
In this section we discuss an alternative profile that uses traveling waves to avoid the ring structure that mars the applicability of the Bessel profile. We call this structure an optical funnel. The central spot of the Bessel squared profile has a FWHM diameter w FWHM = 0.359λ. This small width may be relaxed in exchange for a profile that has a less troublesome ring structure. One possible optical profile is the funnel shown in Fig. 5 . The funnel is a traveling wave field that subtends an angular range of π and has amplitudes that decrease linearly on either side of the maximum. The radius of the rim of the funnel depends on how many beams are used to create the profile, as shown in Fig. 6 . All atoms that enter the profile inside the rim will be funneled towards the point of low- est energy at the center. The result is a high percentage of the atomic flux being directed into the central spot. The width of the atomic spot that is written then scales as w a,FWHM ∼ w FWHM k B T a /U 0 , where U 0 is the maximum well depth of the funnel, and T a is the temperature of the transverse atomic motion. The FWHM of the funnel intensity profile is 0.48λ in x and 1.38λ in y. We can create an approximately circular potential by combining two noninteracting funnels (they have a relative detuning that is large compared to γ, yet small compared to ∆), to get w FWHM = 0.72λ in both the x and y directions, as shown in Fig. 7 .
Even though the width of the symmetrized funnel profile is approximately twice that of the Bessel profile, this 
optical potential is preferred since it is possible to focus a large percentage of the atomic flux in a single spot with no rings. Figure 8 shows focusing to a single spot using the same atomic beam parameters as in Fig. 4 . For the simulation two noninteracting funnel profiles are placed on top of each other to create a symmetric potential, as described above. The atomic spot in the funnel has w a,FWHM = 110 nm. Note that the ring structure which is very pronounced when using a Bessel beam has been essentially eliminated. Both optical profiles have depths of approximately 21 mK. For both profiles cooling beams were used together with the optical focusing as discussed in Sec. V. The results of the simulation show that the funnel captures 94% of the atoms into the 2 µm × 2 µm square, the size of the figure, compared to only 45.3% for the Bessel profile with only 6% captured in the central spot.
It is interesting to compare the localized potential created with the funnel to simply using tightly focused Gaussian beams. The use of Gaussian beams would completely eliminate the background ring problem, but comes at the expense of larger spot size. Experiments with a high numerical aperture lens system [26] have demonstrated focusing of a single Gaussian beam to a spot diameter of w FWHM = 0.86λ. A Gaussian beam is highly elongated so we can superpose two incoherent Gaussians to create a symmetric optical potential. Because there is a large degree of elongation, even for such a tightly focused Gaussian, the resulting symmetrized intensity profile has w FWHM = 1.4λ which is almost twice as big as we obtain for the funnel. Comparing Bessel beams, the optical funnel, and Gaussian beams, we see that the funnel combines a relatively small spot size with large radius rings. In Sec. V we demonstrate that two dimensional structures can be written by translating the funnel profile.
IV. ATOMIC SOURCE AND MAGNETIC PRECOLLIMATION
Most experimental demonstrations of atomic lithography have used an oven as a source of thermal atoms. The atomic beam is then collimated using mechanical apertures and/or transverse laser cooling to create a beam suitable for lithography experiments. At least two experiments [27, 28] have also used cold or axially cooled atom sources for lithography experiments. A detailed discussion of the relative merits and requirements of different types of atomic sources for lithography experiments can be found in Ref. 9 . Generally speaking oven based sources provide higher flux and therefore faster writing speeds than cold atom sources. One advantage of cold sources is the low longitudinal velocity which minimizes surface damage and sputtering from atom impact on the deposition substrate. We are interested here in a technique that is suitable for writing feature sizes as small as 100 nm. The requirement for high flux, and fast writing over a large area may therefore be less important than minimization of surface effects.
The above considerations motivate us to consider the suitability of a cold atom source using the geometry shown schematically in Fig. 1 . In order to match a MOT source with a transverse size of 0.1 − 1.0 mm to the micron sized funnel profile so that secondary rings are eliminated it is necessary to precollimate the atomic beam. We note that this would also be necessary with an oven based source. We propose to do so using a magnetic guide and transverse laser cooling.
The potential U (x, y) due to a magnetic field B(x, y) in a quadrupole magnetic wave guide is
where b ′ = 2µ 0 J/(πa 2 ), m is the magnetic quantum number, g is the Landé factor, µ B is the Bohr magneton, µ 0 is the magnetic permeability, J is the current, and a is the distance from the center of the guide to each wire. As indicated in Fig. 1 two-dimensional molasses beams are used to cool the atoms in the magnetic guide. The resulting size of the atomic beam after cooling is given by the virial theorem to be
Using T a = 22.5 µK, J = 500 A and a = 4 mm, the average radial distance of the atoms from the center of the guide is 1.34 µm. The magnetic potential is attractive for atoms that are prepared in states with positive m. Since the atoms pass close to the trap axis, we must add a bias field along the longitudinal axis of the guide to minimize Majorana spin flips. The result of this bias field will be a slightly larger atomic beam. The simulations in the next section were done with a bias field B 0 to give a total magnetic field B(x, y) = B 2 0 + b ′ 2 (x 2 + y 2 ). Simulations show that adding a bias field of B 0 = 0.1 G in the axial direction results in a slightly larger average radial distance of 1.42 µm for the above parameters.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Atomic focusing was simulated using a 4th order Runge-Kutta code to trace the trajectories of individual atoms from the injection into the magnetic wave guide through the optical guide. The atomic parameters were chosen to correspond to the Cs D2 line (6 2 S 1/2 − 6 2 P 3/2 ) transition with decay rate γ = 2π × 5.22 MHz. Parameter values consistent with magnetic waveguide experiments were chosen [21] : a = 4 mm and J = 500 A. A small bias field of B 0 = 0.1 G was included in the simulation as discussed above. The atomic beam from the MOT at the entrance to the 20 cm long magnetic guide was taken to be a Gaussian distribution with 1/e 2 radius of 100 µm, transverse temperature of 20 µK, and mean longitudinal velocity of 14 m/s. Since compression in the magnetic guide heats the atoms we added two dimensional molasses beams to the simulation. The intensity of the cooling beams was set to 2.9 W/m 2 , or I/Is = .26, and ∆ m = −γ/2. The cooling was simulated by randomly changing the momenta of each atom by either 2hk m /m a ,−2hk m /m a , or 0 once per scattering time with probabilities of 25%, 25%, and 50% respectively while constantly damping the atoms with a force [29] −βv . Here, k m is the wavenumber of the molasses beams, m a is the mass of the atom, and β is the damping coefficient. The velocity kick was added in both transverse directions to independently cool along each axis. The linewidth γ, was decreased by a factor of 8 and the recoil velocity was decreased to 0.23 cm/s to simulate sub-Doppler cooling to approximately 22.5 µK in the transverse plane. The resulting FWHM of the atomic beam after cooling but still in the magnetic wave guide is w a,FWHM ≃ 1.68 µm.
At the end of the magnetic wave guide we feed the atoms into the optical funnel. The funnel was comprised of two noninteracting funnel profiles, each consisting of 32 laser beams. The two funnels are overlapped to form Since the atoms are heated as they travel into the optical funnel as shown in Fig. 9 , we add cooling beams to the optical profile. For the cooling beams, the detuning was set to half the line width and the intensity of each beam was 40 % of the saturation intensity. Two pairs of orthogonal cooling beams were used with the same axial spatial mode as the beams used to create the funnel. The cooling beams help to limit the temperature, but do not interact strongly enough with the atoms to cool them to the Doppler temperature before the atoms hit the substrate. The substrate is placed at the center of the Gaussian profile as has been done in some experiments [30] . The transverse temperature of the atoms just before the substrate is approximately 2.5 mK. Since the atoms are heated to well above the Doppler temperature when entering the optical profile, cooling was simulated solely by a damping force, ignoring photon kicks. The resulting number density in the optical profile has w a,FWHM = 110 nm with 82% of the atoms falling within a radius of 500 nm and 20% falling within the FWHM of the beam. The trajectories of 100 atoms are shown in the inset of Fig.  10 .
Due to the large intensity of the funnel beams additional heating due to photon scattering may also be of concern. The peak scattering rate at the center of the many beam optical funnel is [29] r ∼ γ 2
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1 + ma ) 2 = 30 µK to the atomic temperature which can be neglected since the temperature of the atoms at the center of the profile is approximately 2.5 mK.
To simulate writing of a two-dimensional pattern the optical funnel is reconstructed at varying distances from the atomic beam axis using the phases given by Eq. (2) . A simulation of a W is shown in Fig. 11 . The W is made by positioning the funnel at 101 different spots and depositing a total of 24240 atoms. The FWHM of the atomic beam at the substrate increases the further the optical funnel is from the center of the magnetic guide. This results in a small spreading of the ends of the W, visible in Fig. 11 . Figure 12 shows that the FWHM of the atomic beam on the substrate increases by about a factor of two when the funnel is moved by a distance of 3 µm. This is because the atoms that enter the potential near the rim obtain a larger radial velocity while traveling to the potential minimum. As a result, the atoms are hotter when they arrive at the substrate and thus have a larger w a,FWHM .
In order for this type of lithography to be practical the writing speed must not be too slow. Coverage of a surface with one monolayer of Cs corresponds to a surface density of about [30] 4 × 10 15 atoms/cm 2 . It has been shown [31] that between 3 and 7 monolayers of Cs are needed to create enough damage for exposure of organic self-assembled monolayer (SAM) coat- ings. Given a spot of w a,FWHM = 110 nm, which defines a pixel with area π55 2 = 9500 nm 2 , the exposure per pixel for one monolayer of Cs is 3.8 × 10
5 atoms/pixel. Given a flux of 5 × 10 8 atoms/s and 20% of the atoms falling within an area of diameter w a,FWHM , it will take about 3.8 ms to deposit one monolayer of Cs. The time needed to successfully write 3 to 7 monolayers of cesium to a pixel is then between 11 and 27 ms. The W has lengths which total 4.8 µm which corresponds to at least 4.8 µm/110 nm ≈ 44 spots. Therefore, the writing time for the W would be approximately 1 second.
VI. DISCUSSION
We have described an atomic lithography system that uses magnetic and optical fields to focus atoms from a MOT onto a sub-micron spot. Doing so requires combining confining potentials with optical molasses to maintain low atomic temperatures. Using numerical simulations of experimentally realistic parameters we produce pixels with w a,FWHM = 110 nm, and a writing speed of order 20 ms per pixel. The position of the pixel can be scanned to write arbitrary planar structures using phase shifts created by a SLM. The optical funnel that produces the final focusing has an acceptance region with diameter of about 8 µm. However, the funnel cannot be scanned that far since when the funnel position moves a distance comparable to the width of the beam leaving the magnetic guide the spot size created by the funnel starts to increase. We can therefore say that for the parameters investigated it appears possible to write no more than several hundred independent pixels with w a,FWHM ∼ 110 nm. Alternatively the system could be optimized to write a single small, but stationary spot, and the substrate scanned mechanically. This would in principle allow an arbitrarily large number of pixels to be written.
A long term goal of atomic lithography is to produce a large scale lithographic process. To do so a number of challenges will have to be overcome. The optical funnel will only capture atoms into a small spot if they enter the funnel close enough to the center. Theoretically, we could increase the axial thickness of the funnel, or increase the laser intensity to increase the range at which the funnel will capture atoms. Experimentally, this is limited by available laser power. Another experimental difficulty will be the sub-Doppler cooling that is required in the magnetic wave guide. Others have shown theoretically that sub-Doppler cooling is possible with small spot sizes [32] , but experiments have not yet demonstrated this level of cooling of a traveling beam in a quadrupole wave guide. Requirements on cooling efficiency could be traded off against stronger compression due to larger magnetic fields. This is limited by the ability to run large currents through small wires. Approaches based on lithographically patterned wires [7] which will enable waveguides with smaller dimensions may enable even tighter confinement.
In conclusion we expect that solutions to these issues, as well as further optimization of performance by refinement of parameters will be possible. Full evaluation of the suitability of the atom-optical approach for writing complex structures described here will ultimately rely on experimental tests.
